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LETTER FROM ZAINAB SALBI AND NAILA KABEER

The instability that continues to percolate around the world is a dire reminder that modern
warfare is not confined to battlefields and that its consequences reach far beyond military targets.
In today’s high-tech wars, “collateral damage” is a euphemism for civilian deaths, impoverished
survivors, economic devastation, and stress on the social fabric of every community. War leaves an
indelible mark on the lives of everyone it touches.
In peace and during war, women are the glue that can hold societies together. Because of this,
we can no longer talk about post-war development, democracy, and freedom without considering
women’s place and participation. When we allow the traditionally male-dominated front-line
discussions of war to be segregated from the back-line struggles of women working to ensure
that there is food to eat, water to drink, and hope to spare, we only widen the chasm dividing the
grassroots from the decision-making processes that affect all of society.
In this way, women’s wellbeing is the bellwether of society, and how women fare correlates
directly with how the society fares overall. When women suffer, it is only a matter of time before
entire communities are at risk. When women thrive in areas like education and employment, all of
society benefits.
Over the past 15 years, Women for Women International has gained unprecedented access to the
lives, families and communities of some of the most socially excluded women around the world. By
offering a comprehensive package of support to these women, we help them meet their most urgent
needs and negotiate the obstacles to their success, such as poverty, violence, and lack of education
and healthcare.
With this access comes an obligation to amplify the voices of these women by conducting
evidence-based research about their views, wellbeing, aspirations, and standing within society. This
research gives a unique insight into the lives of women and their physical and economic wellbeing
that will help policy-makers, development experts, and advocates to make informed decisions and
affect real change from the ground up.
For this third installment of our Stronger Women, Stronger Nations report series, Women for
Women International partnered with the UK-based Pathways of Women’s Empowerment Programme
to survey 1,500 women in different regions of Afghanistan. Trained interviewers asked women
about the conditions they live in, including: What are the biggest security issues? What is the biggest
economic problem in your community? Are girls in your family allowed to attend school? Are you
optimistic about the future?
The results are both surprising and reassuring. Afghanistan is a very restrictive society, where
women are often prevented from becoming active citizens. However, the participants provided
unique information about their wellbeing, perceptions and opinions. Our research clearly shows that
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those women who had received some form of rights education were empowered and had developed
strategies to address problems and improve their lives. In this regard, the survey also affirmed what we
have learned over the last 15 years: Investing in women at the grassroots level improves their access to
economic opportunities, civic participation and optimism for the future of their country. Their requests
are very basic—security, a way to provide for their families, and opportunities to learn more about the
world in which they live. Investing in these improvements at the local level is so much easier, and less
expensive, than trying to impose solutions from above.
Whether women are suffering from poverty, domestic violence, or war, it is vital to address their
economic and educational realities because if we do not, others will take advantage of the situation.
The stark reality is that when an Afghan widow and mother of eight is approached by a Taliban member
offering her a sack of rice every month with a promise to put the boy through school in return, she
is forced to choose between knowing her son’s fate and feeding the rest of her children. This is not a
choice that anyone should have to make. Many women in conflict and post-conflict areas are facing
similar dilemmas. Unless we go to these very same women and offer them solid opportunities, along
with sacks of rice, there is little chance of change. The women are very smart and they will choose what
is best for their families; they simply do not have many choices. When we address the economic and
educational realities of people’s lives, we build peace from the back-lines forward.
Women for Women International looks at security and post-conflict reconstruction through a lens
of integrated development that meets women’s needs and bolsters their rights. At the core of the vision
is the belief that a nation cannot prosper, nor can peace be sustained, without the full participation
of women. We remain dedicated to helping women survivors of war not just to survive but to thrive,
advancing a social movement that will stimulate the action and leadership necessary to create and
uphold just and peaceful societies.
By mobilizing our support, amplifying the voices of the women we serve, and directing resources
strategically based on grassroots recommendations, we can be agents of the change we wish to see in
this world. Together, we can unite our global community to foster stability for women survivors of war
as they rebuild their lives, families and communities. Stronger women build stronger nations.
Sincerely,

Zainab Salbi					
Founder and CEO				
Women for Women International		
						

Naila Kabeer
Professor, Research Fellow
Institute of Development Studies at the
University of Sussex
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

F

or centuries, women in Afghanistan
have been used as a battleground, their
symbolic and cultural value wielded as
weapons by all groups and individuals
forming and shaping the state, from early
modernising agendas, to constitutional reforms
to political rallying points. Yet their voices and
opinions have been consistently ignored or
suppressed. The sad irony is that the crusade for
women’s rights has become symbolic for all sides
of the current conflict, weakening the situation of
all women caught in the middle.
A window of opportunity has opened in recent
years with the fall of the Taliban, the United
Nations-brokered Bonn agreement establishing
the interim government, the election of Hamid
Karzai president, the new constitution and
increased emphasis on gender mainstreaming
and accountability within the global aid
agenda. Perhaps for the first time, there is a real
opportunity for gender roles and attitudes towards
women to shift in a sustainable way, creating
space for women to claim equal partnership and
responsibility for the future of their country.
Women for Women International (WfWI), in
cooperation with Professor Naila Kabeer and the
UK-based Pathways of Women’s Empowerment
Programme, surveyed 1,500 women in different
regions of Afghanistan, asking them about the
conditions of their lives as they perceive them.
The sample group included current participants
in WfWI’s core programme of direct financial
aid and emotional support, rights awareness
education, market-based vocational skills training
and income-generation assistance; WfWI
programme graduates; recipients of microloans
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through WfWI or another institution; and
women with no WfWI affiliation. For purposes
of analysis, current programme participants and
graduates are described as WfWI affiliated, and
others are described as non-WfWI affiliated.
The sample group was ultimately drawn from
pockets of relative security within the country, and
participants were eager to share their views about
life in Afghanistan.

Key Findings from the Survey:
Women are optimistic about the future. This
is a powerful finding that indicates that women
are the future of Afghanistan and that investing
in their optimism is the best way to guarantee
eventual success.

•

•

83.6% of respondents described the overall
situation for women and girls in Afghanistan
as good or very good. This number rose
to 88.9% among WfWI-affiliated women,
compared to 73.9% among non-WfWIaffiliated women.
84.8% of women in the sample group are
optimistic about the future of Afghanistan.
This rose to 90.7% among women affiliated
with WfWI.

Women’s positive perceptions of the overall
situation for women and girls in their country
starkly contrasts with the general gloom and
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despair expressed about Afghanistan by the international community. However, when the current
situation is compared to the brutality of the mujahidin or Taliban eras, the relative peace in areas
where the survey was conducted is perceived as an improvement.
Women are aware of the discrimination they face, and value knowledge of their rights.
WfWI affiliates know more about their rights. They are more aware of gender discrimination,
which is the first step in redressing such discrimination.

•
•
•

75.7% of WfWI-affiliated women said they knew about their rights under Afghan law, as
compared to 47.3% of non-WfWI-affiliated women.
85.7% of women said that knowing about their rights is helpful, and 51.2% said they feel
they have fewer rights because of their gender.
89.5% of respondents thought that members of their communities would take action if it
was discovered that a crime had been committed against a woman. Only 8.5% of WfWIaffiliated women thought that no action would be taken, but this number rose to 16.1%
among non-WfWI-affiliated women.

The heightened perception among WfWI affiliates that community members would take action
if they discovered a crime committed against a woman may be a testament to the increased self
confidence of participants in WfWI’s programme.
Women have significant awareness about the state and politics. While they believe in the
national government, they are concerned about local governments’ commitment to the issues
that concern women.

•
•
•
•

72.7% were confident that the national government is concerned about the issues women
care about; 62.6% have that confidence regarding local government.
57.6% were confident that the national government is addressing the issues women care
about, while 46.6% believe local officials are addressing these issues.
55.1% identified Afghan government leaders as having the most support in their
communities, while only 7.7% identified local leaders.
8.5% of women said the biggest national political problem is limits on women’s participation;
16.1% said this was the biggest political problem at the local level.

Women’s perceptions of local leaders are significant because local government provides women
with the greatest access and opportunities for engagement.

THE CRUSADE FOR WOMEN’S RIGHTS HAS
BECOME SYMBOLIC FOR ALL SIDES OF THE
CURRENT CONFLICT, WEAKENING THE
SITUATION OF ALL WOMEN CAUGHT IN
THE MIDDLE.

S t r ong e r W om e n , S t r ong e r N at ion s : 2 0 0 9 A f g h a ni s ta n R e p ort
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Social ills cannot be fixed without peace and
security. Women are experiencing enormous
obstacles, such as poverty, lack of education,
and no access to health services. It is interesting
to note that while women said that the biggest
problems in their lives were economic, when they
were asked what should be fixed first, issues of
peace and security were given the greatest priority
by both WfWI-affiliated and non-WfWI-affiliated
women. Although men would probably agree
with this as well, the violence that women face
both in and outside their homes exacerbates their
hardship.

•

•

•
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41.2% of women said that the biggest
problem they face in daily life is the lack
of important commodities, followed by
insufficient employment opportunities
(26.2%) and lack of social services (13.5%).
66.2% of women said that the first problem
the national government should fix is the
security situation, followed by economic and
political problems. Responses were the same
at the local level, giving security the highest
priority.
In addition, WfWI staff members who work
closely with WfWI programme participants
on a day-to-day basis identified violence
against women as a persistent problem. Staff
members stated “[t]here must be less hitting
women, poverty, illiteracy, and insecurity”
and identified as obstacles to change “family
and society attitudes, education for women,
and forced marriages,” “violence against
women and resolution of the current security
problems” and “poverty, no security, violence
against women, [and] illiteracy.” It became
clear that while the survey respondents may
not have felt comfortable speaking about
these issues with an unfamiliar surveyor,
WfWI staff members acknowledge that many
of these women must negotiate violence as
part of their daily reality.

From Kitchen Table to
Decision-Making Table
By comparing the responses of WFWI affiliates and
non-affiliates, it is clear that investing in socially
excluded women improves their overall outlook,
awareness and optimism for the future—all vital
contributions to the creation of just and stable
societies.
Women’s participation in their society needs
to built from the bottom up. A solid economic
foundation is critical to women’s expanded social
and civic involvement in their communities, but it
is not a complete solution. For socially excluded
women survivors of war, active citizenship requires
changes on four fronts: psychological, civic, social,
and economic. They need psychosocial support
to help reduce feelings of isolation and heal from
trauma. They need information about their rights,
how to exercise them, and what to do if their
rights are restricted or denied. They need social
safety nets and support networks to help with
practical challenges like childcare as well as to
create space to mobilise in support of one another
on issues most important to them and their
families. Finally, women need access to economic
opportunities, including market-based vocational
skills and business training.
The situation in Afghanistan is not going to
improve overnight. Nevertheless, improved security
is a necessary condition on which everything
else is predicated. Sustainable improvements will
require long-term commitments from stakeholders
within the country, as well as from international
organizations, other governments, humanitarian
agencies, NGOs and private donors.
Women for Women International has learned
during 15 years of helping women survivors of
war move from victims to active citizens that three
elements are necessary to ensure women’s full
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participation in conflict-affected societies and institutions: 1) a recognition throughout society that
women play a critical role, 2) an active, organized local women’s NGO community that bridges the
divide between the grassroots and the leadership, and 3) a commitment from the highest levels of
leadership to the full inclusion of women at all levels of society, both in institutions and decisionmaking. Indeed, the ultimate position of women in post-conflict Afghanistan will determine the
course of the nation.

Key Recommendations:
Based on the survey, our experience in Afghanistan and the impact of programmes such as ours:

•
•
•

We urge the international community to: Ensure that aid and development reach women;
implement UN Security Council Resolution 1325 for the protection and recognition of women in
conflict zones; re-allocate military funding and resources from broad development initiatives to
those that increase safety and security for civilians in villages, markets and other public spaces.
We urge the Afghan government to: Address violence against women by implementing
its violence against women law; adhere to international commitments, including the UN’s
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; invest in local
government and local democracy; and improve access to public health and education.
Finally, we urge voluntary organisations, NGOs and others to take the lead in areas such
as: Publicity to make women aware of their rights and the benefits to society; programmes
that engage men and raise local awareness about the impact of domestic violence on society
as a whole; denounce violence against women and bring perpetrators to justice; provide local
incentives for new livelihoods; mobilize to reject limits on women’s political participation and
cultivate a national development corps of women ready to take on leadership and decisionmaking roles; promote literacy, academic study and technical expertise; increase public access to
information, disaggregated by gender; and explain the law so that people understand how they
can incorporate new laws into their way of life.

By their own accounts, if Afghan women can participate shoulder to shoulder with men in rebuilding
their country, all of society will benefit. Before this can happen, though, women need access to the
health, education, economic, civic and security resources that are their rights as humans.
Women for Women International’s work with grassroots women survivors of war stems from the
unflagging belief that stronger women help build stronger nations. We will continue to amplify
women’s voices, bringing you their stories as they move from victims to survivors to active citizens,
re-claiming their bodies and symbolic value from the arsenals of conflicts and re-casting themselves
as agents of change in their families, communities and, ultimately, their countries.

INVESTING IN SOCIALLY EXCLUDED
WOMEN IMPROVES THEIR OVERALL
OUTLOOK, AWARENESS AND OPTIMISM FOR
THE FUTURE—ALL VITAL CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE CREATION OF JUST AND STABLE
SOCIETIES.
S t r ong e r W om e n , S t r ong e r N at ion s : 2 0 0 9 A f g h a ni s ta n R e p ort
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AFGHANISTAN
Women for Women International-Afghanistan works in the communities indicated above.

INTRODUCTION

T

he status of women in Afghanistan has
been intimately linked to processes of state
consolidation throughout the country’s
history.2 The advancement of women’s
rights provides a reliable barometer by which to gauge
political climate, and in Afghanistan, the evolution of
these rights has been fitful, punctuated with episodes
of revolutionary transformation and orthodox reaction.
Non-linear patterns of social and political change have
characterised Afghanistan’s development, and recurring
upheavals have resulted in a marginalised socio-cultural
space for women.
Part I of this report presents a brief history of
Afghanistan and the evolution of the context in which
current events are unfolding. Part II provides specific
information about the status of women in Afghan

society. Part III summarizes some of the key developments in foreign assistance to Afghanistan. Part IV
introduces Women for Women International’s (WfWI’s)
presence in Afghanistan and its mission, programme
and lessons learned through 15 years of grassroots
experience helping socially excluded women survivors
of war move from victims to survivors to active citizens.
Part V lays out the purpose and strategy behind the
Stronger Women, Stronger Nations survey in Afghanistan and describes the women who participated.
Part VI discusses the survey findings and analyzes
the results. Part VII sets forth an Action Agenda of
practical steps for policy-makers, thought leaders, the
media, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and
practitioners at all levels that will help advance a shared
vision for peace and stability for all women, families
and communities in Afghanistan.
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I

I. HISTORY AND CONTEXT
Afghanistan’s strategic international importance,
reinvigorated in the aftermath of the September
11, 2001, terrorist attacks in the US, is not without
precedents. Situated on the converging frontiers
of Iran, the Indian sub-continent, and Central Asia,
Afghanistan’s borders reflect its historical geopolitical
significance. However, unlike other countries in the
region (Iran, China, and India for example) that have
been controlled from their powerful centres, political
control in Afghanistan has always been in the shadow
of the periphery.
The population of Afghanistan is a microcosm of the
cultural diversity of the wider region. Out of the total
population of approximately 20 million, the major
ethnic percentages are
estimated as follows:
62.73% Pashtun; 12.38%
Tajik; 9% Hazarah; 6.10%
Uzbek; 2.69% Turkmen;
and 2.68% Aimaq.3 All of
these communities extend
across Afghanistan’s
borders. Thus, the politics
of Afghanistan are inextricably linked to the politics
of its neighbours and to
competing tribal narratives.4 Tribal allegiances
trump national loyalties,
and the refusal of tribes to
relinquish full autonomy
has helped to perpetuate a weak central government.
Nevertheless, the Afghan state has historically been a
modernising force.
The current conflict, like most of Afghan history, is
largely understood in terms of tribal conflict. Set forth
below is a brief overview of the historical context from
which the current circumstances have emerged.
A. Early State Formation
During a large part of the 19th century, Afghanistan
was a Pashtun-headed monarchy, reliant on the military
and political support of the Pashtun tribes.5 Support
was generally maintained through reciprocal agreements, ensuring peripheral tribal cooperation in return
for patronage from the centre. However, the inability
of the state to rein in tribes eventually resulted in
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fragmentation and the annexation of certain territories
by neighbouring powers.6 The chronic weakness of the
urban economy and the strains of consecutive wars of
succession impeded attempts to establish a centralised
authority until the end of the 19th century.
The transition from a fragmented, patrimonial state to a
unitary, bureaucratic nation-state began in 1880 under
Abdur Rahman, the “Iron Amir.” As he began gradually
to expand state institutions and structures—creating a
Supreme Council and selecting a permanent Loya Jirga
(the equivalents of a modern cabinet and parliament),
he also instituted a series of modest reforms to benefit
women. Such reforms included the implementation of
a civil code and the introduction of a state-appointed
clergy, thereby reducing the
independence of mullahs
(religious officials).7
Co-opting the religious elite
allowed Abdur Rahman
and his successors to
claim divine legitimacy.
Although Afghanistan is
only 62.7% Pashtun, it
is nearly 100% Muslim.
Accordingly, all holders
of power, with varying
degrees of success, have
attempted to use Islam as a
source of legitimacy and as
a rallying cry against foreign
intervention. By the end of Rahman’s reign in 1901, and
after several wars between Afghanistan, Great Britain,
and Russia, the boundaries of modern Afghanistan
were established.
King Amanullah (1919–1929) attempted many reforms,
including promoting gender equality by making
education compulsory for all Afghan women. However,
central reforms rarely reached beyond Kabul. A series
of tribal revolts, incited by conservative mullahs (largely
in response to the creation of a public role for women),
led to Amanullah’s fall in 1929. For the next three
decades, many of the reforms begun by Amanullah
were abandoned, and the Musahiban regime achieved
a workable compromise ‘between the competing
interest groups of the state, traditional power groups,
and an elite of bureaucrats and educated middle class’.8
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B. Daoud’s Republic and Soviet Invasion
In 1953, Mohammed Daoud became Prime Minister under King
Zahir Shah amidst growing demands for reform. Unlike Amanullah,
Daoud did not immediately alienate the religious establishment. By
concentrating on physical infrastructure and large national projects,
he managed to develop consent for his social modernisation
programme. Like Amanullah before him, and the communists after
him, Daoud appropriated the rights and visibility of women as the
central symbol of modernity.9 He challenged hard-line mullahs to
find incontrovertible evidence in Islamic law for subjecting women
to purdah (confinement in their homes) and the veil. When no such
evidence was found, both practices were decreed voluntary.10
Daoud used Afghanistan’s position as a neutral state in the Cold
War to attract foreign aid from a range of countries. With the help
of foreign aid, a “modern” state developed in the 1950s, and a
new elite emerged from the state education system which superseded the tribal
elite in performing government functions.11 The removal of Daoud from office
was a response to just one symptom of deeper political malaise.
Increasing demand for political representation prompted King Zahir Shah to
initiate a phase of political liberalisation, transforming the nation in 1964 into a
constitutional monarchy. But its dysfunctionality was apparent in its inability to
respond to economic crises and parliament’s ineffectiveness.
In the years following his removal from office, Daoud cultivated links with the
Parcham faction of the communist People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA).
The Parcham had no specific tribal or ethnic base and no ties with the countryside.
Although this meant that they did not pose a direct threat to Daoud’s republic, their
disregard for religion and local institutions quickly alienated the public and provoked
opposition.12 This eventually caused a split with the more rural Khalq faction of the
PDPA in 1967.13 Soon after in 1973, Daoud took Kabul in a bloodless coup while
the King was overseas and immediately abrogated the 1964 constitution to set up
an authoritarian regime.

UNLIKE OTHER COUNTRIES IN THE REGION THAT HAVE
BEEN CONTROLLED FROM THEIR POWERFUL CENTRES,
POLITICAL CONTROL IN AFGHANISTAN HAS ALWAYS BEEN
IN THE SHADOW OF THE PERIPHERY.
In many ways Daoud repeated Amanullah’s mistakes; he pushed through changes
“without first building and maintaining a potent reform coalition...he failed to
codify his programme in a way acceptable to the predominantly traditional and
Islamic society.”14 To vindicate his claims of modernisation he extended social
rights to women and granted them equal rights in the constitution.15 But by
undermining all the representative institutions and denying political freedoms to
the bulk of Afghan citizens, Daoud isolated his already fragile government. In an
effort to bolster the state and the armed forces, he reinvigorated Afghan-Soviet
relations and began to target Islamist militants for arrest.
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On April 27, 1978, in the so-called Saur (April)
Revolution, the PDPA overthrew Daoud and began to
implement a communist regime. Dependence on the
Soviet Union caused a backlash by conservative Afghans
under the banner of jihad (holy war), which served to
legitimise the revolt. This highly revered declaration of
jihad allowed for justification of hijrat (emigration) and
the special treatment of mujahidin (holy warriors).
Taking stock of the internal political turmoil and the
rising tide of discontent, the Soviets invaded Afghanistan
in December 1979, but failed to subjugate the Afghans
or to establish Soviet-style socialism. As Afghan counterinsurgency efforts accelerated (with the help of the
United States), the Soviets deployed over 100,000 troops
but were unable to overcome Afghan resistance.16 In
this way, the domestic conflict within Afghanistan
became a proxy for the Cold War. After the Soviet
decision to withdraw in 1989, Afghanistan descended
into chaos, and any modernisation efforts came to a
complete halt as the nation plunged into a state of
“total war” from which it is only now emerging.17
C. Mujahidin Period
The mujahidin years remain the most brutal and
deprived in Afghan collective memory. The degree
of arbitrary and opportunistic violence that followed
Soviet withdrawal exacerbated the destitution already
felt by most Afghans. Refugees fleeing the countryside
gathered in cities where they became increasingly
dependent on an impoverished state. The destruction of
subsistence agriculture and the monopolisation of trade
routes by militias further contributed to urbanisation
and the food deficit. The tremendous need for income
increased smuggling and opium production, and the
growth of the opium “industry” spawned schemes of
credit and finance.

Although the degeneration of Afghanistan during this
period did not attract the attention of the West, the
prevailing anarchy did elicit a local response. Reacting
to the social, economic, and moral degradation brought
about by a dissipated collection of mujahidin warlords,
a movement grounded in respect for Islamic morality
began to take shape in southern Afghanistan. The
Taliban (students) movement was not a spontaneous
combustion of public outrage, but a deliberately
mobilised, ideologically coherent force.
D. Rise of the Taliban
Afghan history is replete with examples of students from
Islamic seminaries taking it upon themselves to unite
in times of national crisis. However, the group of exiled
Afghan students that emerged on the Afghan-Pakistan
frontier in 1994, though guided by a common objective,
owes their capacity to organise as a military corps to
tangential circumstances. Instead of extortion, the
Taliban practiced what it preached: respect for Islamic
morality.19 Its programme based on the restoration of
order, freedom of movement and trade, the prohibition
of drugs, etc., represented salvation to the chaoswearied people of Afghanistan.
The key element shared by the members of the Taliban
was their education in the madrassas of northwest
Pakistan in the 1980s. Although the group swelled
as defeated or defected mujahidin joined its ranks,
the Taliban of 1994 was composed of a few hundred
theology students who had studied in North-West
Frontier Province (NWFP) and Baluchistan. Their mutual
respect for the tenets of Islam, interpreted quite similarly
from school to school in NWFP, shaped their approach to
the state.20 The objective of the Taliban was to establish
a moral order such as it imagined existed before the
modernising reforms of the 1950s.21

Gender relations also deteriorated as the climate of
war permitted men to exploit women. In situations of
scarcity and conflict, men are often unable or unwilling to
honour their social obligations and are liable to “use male
privilege to convert the vulnerability of their dependents
into material assets,” which may produce “novel forms of
abuse,”18 such as forced marriage and servitude.
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Pakistani aid and widespread popular support allowed the Taliban to sweep through Afghanistan, and by
1996, the only threat to Taliban central rule was the Northern Alliance in the northeast. The rise of the
Taliban brought relative security and the normalising of previously hostile ethnic cleavages.
The economy under the Taliban redefined relationships between the countryside and the ‘bazaar’, with development occurring in the rural periphery and Kabul sliding into an economic and political backwater. In reality,
the security provided by the Taliban over roads, trade routes, and borders, and their simultaneous disinterest in
reinvigorating any type of industry, merely allowed the illegal economy to flourish. The Taliban’s moral disdain
for urban culture was manifest in its neglect of urban infrastructure and disregard for professional occupations
and education. The Taliban stopped all movies and television shows, but enhanced other state media, like
radio programmes and newspapers. Except for religious chants, no music was allowed, and photography and
the Internet were eventually banned as well.22
The regime imposed by the Taliban, particularly in terms of gender relations, represented a major transformation of “traditional” social control. Decisions that had previously been monitored by households or at
the communal level by kinship groups and councils of elders—for example, those pertaining to the mobility
of women or to relations between sexes—could now be mandated by decree and enforced by marauding
groups of armed men.23

GENDER RELATIONS DETERIORATED AS
THE CLIMATE OF WAR PERMITTED MEN
TO EXPLOIT WOMEN

E. Post-Conflict Afghanistan: Reconstruction and Insurgency
Following the September 11, 2001, attacks on the US by al-Qaeda, a transnational terrorist organization
harboured by the Afghan government, the US and its allies overthrew the Taliban in less than three
months.24 The Bonn Agreement, signed in December 2001, paved the way for the establishment of the
Afghan Transitional Administration headed by Hamid Karzai, a process emblematic of the importance of
foreign influence on the development of the post-Taliban order. As a Pashtun with no ties to the mujahidin
or any of the exiled political parties, Karzai presented a potentially unifying figure in Afghanistan’s divisive
political environment.25 The Bonn Agreement also provided for the establishment of a Loya Jirga to
promulgate a new constitution for Afghanistan, which was ratified in January 2004. In October 2004, both
men and women went to the polls to elect Karzai President.
The overthrow of the Taliban and Bonn process permitted Afghanistan to address, at the national level,
gender issues, public finance reform, health programmes, a transportation system, and an emergency
employment programme.26 One of the most high-stakes social experiments implemented was the National
Solidarity Program, which was established to develop the ability of Afghan communities to plan and
monitor their own development projects. The programme is grounded in a participatory approach to locallevel development through democratic and representative Community Development Councils (also known
as “peace shuras,”) at the village level.27
Despite the attempts of the Karzai government to exercise national political control, many areas remain
strongholds of warlords, and the political, social, and economic challenges facing the country remain intertwined with and complicated by the growing opium economy. During 2007–2008, raw opium production
in Afghanistan reached record levels.28 Although insurgent groups have been able to profit from this highly
lucrative industry, it also sustains large sections of the population.
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II

II. STATUS OF WOMEN IN AFGHANISTAN
In no other country in recent times have questions of
women’s rights and gender equity been so clearly in the
forefront of nation-building efforts and regime changes
as in Afghanistan. The brutal oppression of women
under the Taliban regime was cited as one of the
justifications for US military intervention in 2001. The
status of Afghan women in both public and private life
is discussed below.
A. Custom, Rule of Law and National Policies
Debates over the degree to which cultural mores should
penetrate state law and policy more often than not
revolve around the issue of women’s rights. The sad
irony is that in Afghanistan the crusade for women’s
rights has become symbolic for both sides of the
conflict, weakening the situation of all women caught
between.
1. Custom
For the Pashtun, a common ideology of descent, a belief
in (predominantly Sunni) Islam and a shared ideal-type
culture of Pashtunwali including its code of honour
and shame, are the integral unifying factors of society.
According to Pashtunwali, it is the absolute duty of men
to protect the respectability of women and the integrity
of the homeland.29 The inviolability of women and land
is closely connected, and even considered identical.30 In
this way, and others, the obligations of one to oneself
are inseparable from one’s obligations to the community.
Any Afghan, at any given time, can choose between
group advantages and personal interests, but more
often than not, “self-interest and group advantage tend
to coincide, since it is only through his own group that
any individual can protect or improve his position.”31

amendments to the draft constitution released in 2003.
These amendments, retained in the final document and
approved in 2004, included an explicit reference to the
equality of men and women before the law (Article 22)
and increased the number of women in the legislature’s
lower house to two female delegates from each
province (Article 83).32 Article 7 of the Constitution also
requires that Afghanistan abide by various conventions
that it has signed, including the UN Convention Against
all Forms of Discrimination Against Women.33
The process leading up to the adoption of the Constitution demonstrates that there is space for women civil
rights activists to emerge in Afghanistan. Unfortunately,
as outspoken women are often the targets of intimidation, safety remains the chief concern. Moreover,
enforcement of any rights ensured by the Constitution
will depend on the ability of the judiciary system to
undertake “a rights-based analysis of Islamic jurisprudence and to find ways of harmonizing the different
sources of legislation referred to in the constitution,”34
which include the Constitution itself, the beliefs and
principles of Islam, international treaties and conventions
to which Afghanistan is a party, and legislative decrees.
Furthermore, formal gains will remain “cosmetic” or
confined to urban areas unless the rule of law can be
extended to the countryside.
From the London Conference on Afghanistan, which
took place in 2006, emerged the Afghanistan Compact,
the result of consultations between the government of
Afghanistan, the United Nations and the international
community.35 Through implementation of this Compact
over five years, the Afghan Government and the international community will:

2. Rule of Law and National Policies
The 2001 Bonn Agreement pledged to address the
structural impediments to women’s rights in Afghanistan
and to include women in political life. Quotas were
set to ensure places for women in the Loya Jirga and
the interim administration, and a Ministry of Women’s
Affairs was established. The Gender and Law Working
group, a women’s lobby, was able to push through some
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•

Build lasting Afghan capacity and effective
state and civil society institutions, with
particular emphasis on building up human
capacities of men and women alike;

•

Recognize in all policies and programmes
that men and women have equal rights and
responsibilities; and

•

By end-2010: the National Action Plan
for Women in Afghanistan will be fully
implemented; and, in line with Afghanistan’s
MDGs [United Nations Millennium Development Goals], female participation in all
Afghan governance institutions, including
elected and appointed bodies and the civil
service, will be strengthened.36

The Interim Afghanistan National Development
Strategy (ANDS), approved at the London
Conference along with the Afghanistan Compact,
contained a total of 18 statements of commitment
addressing gender equity.37 The ANDS notes that
“[a]n important precondition for the success of
Afghanistan’s development goals is the reversal
of women’s historical disadvantage in Afghan
society.”38
The ANDS also includes a Gender Equity Cross
Cutting Strategy (AGE-CCS), an overarching
framework “to ensure that the overall outcomes
of ANDS will significantly improve the status of
women and avoid inadvertent negative impacts on
their lives.”39 The AGE-CCS is “a means through
which the government, in partnership with the
international community, NGOs, and other sectors
of society, will continue to fulfill its commitments
to women as provided in national policies and
international treaties.”40
The National Action Plan for the Women of
Afghanistan (NAPWA) is a 10-year plan of action
by the Government of Afghanistan to implement
its commitments to women constituents, focusing
on six sectors: security; legal protection and
human rights; leadership and political participation; economy, work and poverty; health; and
education. It includes a comprehensive analysis of
women’s circumstances in each of these sectors,
a product of a two-year consultation between
the UN Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM)
and Afghanistan’s Ministry of Women’s Affairs.
It identifies policies and actions that must be
implemented to address women’s difficulties, taking

into consideration the government’s commitments
under the Afghanistan Millennium Development
Goals, the Afghanistan Compact and the ANDS.
The NAPWA has been endorsed by 17 ministries
and accepted by the President and the Social
Committee of the Cabinet and UNIFEM expects it to
be formally launched in the near future.41
B. Political Participation
The overwhelming majority of women in
Afghanistan have only limited direct contact with
political institutions. The Afghan Government
recently committed to fast tracking the increase
of women’s participation in the civil service
at all levels to 30% by 2013. Currently, only
22% of all regular government employees are
women, and only 9% percent of these are at the
decision-making level.42 In the 9,394 Community
Development Councils established throughout
Afghanistan by May 2007, the number of female
members was 21,239 (24%), compared to 67,212
(76%) male members. While women represent
27% of the National Assembly, the Minister
of Women’s Affairs is the only female cabinet
member, and in 17 of 36 ministries there are fewer
than 10% female employees.43
There is currently an Afghan Women Judges
Association, created in 2003, and an Afghan
Women Lawyers and Professionals Association. The
Family and Juvenile Courts are headed by women,
but of the 1,547 sitting judges in Afghanistan only
62, or 4.2%, are female. Of the 546 prosecutors,
35 (6.4%) are female, and of the 1,241 attorneys
76 (6.1%) are female. There are no women
members in the Supreme Court Council.44
C. Economic Participation
Throughout Afghanistan, “it is a cherished ideal
that the men of the household should be the
breadwinners, while women take care of domestic
chores. However, most households cannot live up
to this ideal, and women contribute in a variety of
ways to the family’s upkeep.”45
Women’s labor force participation rates “are
comparable to the rest of the region at 35.8%—
lower than in Bangladesh (42.5%), Nepal (40.5%)
and Sri Lanka (36.9%), but higher than in India
(32.5%) and Pakistan (29.5%).”46 However,
women’s wages are likely to be only one-third of
their male counterparts’. There are some 50,000
war widows in Kabul, supporting an average of six
dependents each.47
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In the economy of rural Afghanistan, male and female roles differ. For the most part,
women and girls engage in a number of farm-based activities “ranging from seed bed
preparation, weeding, horticulture, and fruit cultivation to a series of post-harvest crop
processing activities such as cleaning and drying vegetables, fruits and nuts for domestic
use and for marketing.”48
In rural areas, the definition of “economic activity” frequently “excludes the exchange of
labor and products between households” and “post-harvest processing of crops (drying/
cleaning/preserving), which is a predominately female domain.” It also seems to exclude
“the vital role women in the South play regarding a household’s contracting of poppy
harvesters, for whom three solid daily meals are part of their wage packet.”49
In urban areas, women’s access to the labor market “is constrained by historical
circumstances, low skills, limited opportunities, stringent cultural norms, occupational
sex segregation and a number of demographic factors.”50 Outside the domestic sphere,
women’s employment has always been subject to severe restrictions,51 and the limited
access to childcare continues to pose a significant obstacle to women’s employment
outside the home.52
D. Violence Against Women
According to Womankind Worldwide, a UK charity, 80% of Afghan women are
affected by domestic violence, over 60% of marriages are forced, and half of all girls are
married before the age of 16.53 Violence against women not only has serious physical
and mental effects, it also can result in self-immolation, suicide, running away, forced
prostitution and drug addiction.54 The Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission
has said that worsening insecurity in large swaths of the country, a growing culture of
criminal impunity, weak law enforcement institutions, poverty and many other factors
have contributed to increasing violence against women, including rape, torture and
forced marriages.55
Forced marriages are often financial transactions “whereby a family is able to repay
its debt or resolve immediate economic hardship by contracting an engagement for
their daughter.”56 Other such transactions, while not financial in nature, are still
“compensatory to make amends for either a failed marriage transaction between the
families where the initial marriage portion cannot be repaid or for a crime committed by
a member of the girl/woman’s family, also known as Baad.”57
According to a 2008 Violence Against Women Primary Database Report from UNIFEM,
in Afghanistan, “women and girls are mostly abused by people close to them; i.e. family
members (father, mother, brother(s), sister(s), life partners (husband, fiancée, ex-husband
and/or boyfriend), step family members, in-laws and other relatives). This group amounts
to 92% of the reported cases of abuse.”58 Frequently, “when the women or girls
seek recourse from the government they are further molested by the government
representatives.”59
This repeated victimization demonstrates the tremendous risk that women face if they
dare to complain about violence at home. Their situation can also worsen if the officials
or elders from whom they seek help refuse to protect the girls and women and return
them to the same situation.60 “Both the qualitative and quantitative data support
information about forced and early marriage or engagement as a prominent element of
violence against women.”61
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III

III. INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE IN AFGHANISTAN
Since 2001, international donors have provided
Afghanistan an estimated $7 million a day.62
Approximately 90% of the government’s public
spending is paid for with foreign resources.63 From
2002 to 2006, international donors covered 72%
of Afghanistan’s annual development budget, but
pledged aid is often late or undelivered. Afghanistan’s National Solidarity Program (NSP) has a
$197.33 million deficit and a funding shortfall of
87% for 2008.64
At a 2004 conference in Berlin, the Afghan
government presented the donor community
with a detailed policy document titled Securing
Afghanistan’s Future: Accomplishments and
the Strategic Path Forward, estimating that the
amount of aid required to rebuild the country was
$27.5 billion over seven years. Without this aid,
the government predicted that “the vicious cycle
of insecurity, the growth of the criminal economy
and the slow pace of reconstruction would not
be reversed, threatening descent into long-term
instability and creating a haven for warlords and
drug-traffickers.”65
The US, Britain and other donor countries pledged
more than $20 billion in aid to Afghanistan for
the next five years at the June 2008 international
donor conference in Paris—short of the revised
$50 billion figure requested by the Afghan
government. The US promised more than $10
billion and the UK, as the second biggest bilateral
donor, pledged $1.2 billion. Obstacles to donor
development spending include challenging
operating conditions, high-level of corruption,
weak absorption capacities and lack of systematic
data gathering by government.66 For example,
since 2002, only $15 billion of the $25 billion
pledged by donors has been spent.67

has disbursed half of its $10.4 billion commitment
and the World Bank a little over half of its $1.6
billion commitment. The EC and Germany have
given less than two-thirds of their respective
commitments of $1.7 billion and $1.2 billion.69 An
estimated 40% of aid to Afghanistan flows back
to donor countries in the form of corporate profits
and consultant salaries.70
It is difficult to prioritize where aid should be
directed; while 70% of the population relies on
agriculture for its livelihood, and an estimated 2.5
million Afghans face severe food insecurity, the
agriculture sector has received only $400–$500
million since 2001, a fraction of international aid
to the country.71 Social and economic indicators
do show some progress, but there is still a
tremendous amount of work to be done: the
infant mortality rate has declined by 25% since
2002, but one in five children still dies before
the age of five; the number of women receiving
pre-natal care and assistance from a skilled birth
attendant has increased by 300%, but these
services are still only available to 20% of women;
maternal mortality rates still remain among the
highest in the world and women’s overall life
expectancy is about 45 years.72
Afghan and international NGOs only receive
an estimated 10-15% of all aid to the country
despite being cost-effective and efficient agents
of grassroots rural development. Further, NGOs
have an essential role as partners for the NSP
and in expanding access to social services like
healthcare.73

Major donors include the US, Japan, the UK, the
European Commission (EC), the World Bank,
Germany, and Canada, followed by Netherlands,
Norway and Sweden and then France and
Spain.68 A number of donors have major projects
underway, and between 2002 and 2008, the US
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One quarter of aid to Afghanistan has been allocated to technical assistance, largely
to build government capacity. Large amounts of aid have been allocated to Kabul and
other urban centers, but too frequently projects have focused on rapid result rather than
sustainability, and there is also a lack of donor coordination. Some of the more successful
aid allocations have gone to the education sector and community-based rural development
projects within the NSP, but much more funding is needed for agriculture.74
The cultural dissonance between Western and Afghan values leaves a gap within which
reactionary elements can manoeuvre and exert influence. In various instances, including
the decision to invade Afghanistan, Western-derived approaches designed to disaggregate
women from their wider social context, have more to do with international politics and
the agendas of external agencies than they do with meeting the expressed needs of the
majority of Afghan women. Resistance to modernization projects can be understood on
one hand as the fear of being excluded from the benefits of change, and on the other
as principled opposition based on ideology or belief. Both positions have been able to
mobilise support from the growing number of disillusioned.75

IV

IV. WOMEN FOR WOMEN INTERNATIONAL
IN AFGHANISTAN
Women for Women International provides women survivors of war, civil strife and other
conflicts with the resources to move from crisis and poverty to stability, self-sufficiency
and active citizenship, thereby promoting viable civil societies. Since 1993, the
organization has provided more than 153,000 women survivors of war with its tiered
programme of direct financial and emotional support, rights awareness, vocational and
technical skills training, and access to income-generation tools.
In an effort to further improve women’s lives, WfWI has identified three progressive
stages in the journey to active citizenship: 1) creating awareness, 2) promoting
behaviour-change and 3) enabling action. After equipping women with increased
confidence, knowledge and skills, WfWI’s programme promotes behaviour change—
impelling women to pursue economic opportunities, participate in family and community
decision-making, maintain their physical and psychological wellness and form and/or
join women’s (and/or community) groups. This individual behaviour change can then be
harnessed to enable broader women-led community change.
Women for Women International launched its activities in Afghanistan
in 2002 and has since served more than 37,388 women, benefiting an additional
201,895 family and community members. Past and present locations served include
Afshar, Balkh, Dashti Barchi, Herat, Kabul, Kamari, Kapisa, Khairkhana, Mazar-e-Sharif,
Parwan, Shari-naw, Shina, and Wardak. The main office is located in Kabul. Specific
programme activities include Sponsorship, Rights Awareness and Life Skills Training,
Health and Traditional Birth Attendant Training, Literacy Training, Vocational and
Technical Skills Development, Income-Generation Assistance, and Microfinance.
Women for Women International’s ongoing work in Afghanistan stems from the
unflagging belief that stronger women build stronger nations.
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V

V. THE SURVEY
This survey and report series serves as the
linchpin of a campaign to raise awareness about
the connection between women’s economic,
social and political participation in society and
the overall strength of a nation, based on the
argument that when women are progressing in
areas like education, health, role in society, and
legal status, other positive developments occur
for the society as a whole. If women are doing
well, stability and peace are much more likely.
WfWI surveyed 1,500 women in different
regions of Afghanistan for this report, asking
them about the conditions of their lives as
they perceive them. (A brief explanation of the
survey’s methodology is set forth in Appendix
A at the back of this report.) The sample
group included current participants in WfWI’s
core programme of direct financial aid and
emotional support, rights awareness education,
market-based vocational skills training and
income-generation assistance; WfWI programme
graduates; recipients of microloans through
WfWI or another institution; and women with
no WfWI affiliation. For purposes of analysis,
current programme participants and graduates
are described as WfWI-affiliated, and others
are described as non-WfWI affiliated. Survey
respondents were located in geographical
pockets of relative security within the country,
participants were eager to share their views
about life in Afghanistan.
The provinces represented in the survey sample
of 1,500 women were Balkh, Herat, Kabul,
Kapisa, Nangarhar, Parwan and Wardak. WfWI
recognizes that the survey was not conducted in

the most insecure areas of the country, such as
Helmand and Kandahar. However, regions such
as Wardak and Nangarhar, which experience
insecurity and its resultant challenges, are represented. Some of the districts in Nangarhar have
been insecure for a long time, but this year the
security in the province has deteriorated overall.
Efforts to prevent poppy cultivation drastically
affect livelihoods in this area. Nangarhar also
shares a border with Pakistan, which has
influence over many issues. By comparison,
Balkh is one of the most secure provinces in the
country currently—and a poppy growing area
as well as an area with severe water shortages.
Generally, the survey sample represents a crosssection of the factors facing women in many
different regions of Afghanistan
A. Survey Participants
To obtain some insights into the concerns
of ordinary Afghan women and their views
about life in post-Taliban Afghanistan, WfWI
conducted a survey of 1,500 women from
different urban and rural locations in the
country. Of these women, 65.1% are either
currently enrolled in WfWI’s core programme
or are graduates of the programme; 34.8% are
not affiliated with WfWI’s core programming.
Comparing the concerns and views of women
who are affiliated with WfWI with those who
are not provides additional insights into the
possible influence that affiliation with WfWI may
have and the ways in which assistance to socially
excluded women survivors of war can improve
their overall outlook, access to opportunities
and optimism for the future.

Number of
Respondents

Percent

Currently Enrolled/Graduate of WfWI

977

65.1%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

522

34.8%

1

0.1%

1500

100%

Sample Group

No Response
Total
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Women enrolled in WfWI are more likely to be single and more likely to be located in urban areas.
However, education levels in the two groups are very similar. Women from both groups have received
loans from WfWI and from other microfinance organisations.

Description of Surveyed Women

Local Community

Age

Marital Status

Education

Loan from WfWI

Loan from other MFO

Currently
Enrolled/Graduate

Never
Enrolled

Total

Rural

45.7%

48.2%

46.6%

Urban

54.3%

51.8%

53.4%

15 – 24

32.9%

30.2%

31.9%

25 – 34

27.5%

30.8%

28.6%

> 35

39.6%

39.1%

39.4%

Married

54.0%

69.8%

59.5%

Single

33.2%

18.7%

28.1%

Other

11.5%

12.8%

12.4%

None

75.3%

76.8%

76.9%

Primary

19.3%

15.5%

18.0%

Higher

5.4%

4.7%

5.2%

Yes

6.3%

21.5%

11.7%

No

93.7%

78.5%

88.4%

Yes

9.7%

2.7%

7.3%

No

90.1%

96.7%

92.4%

Unspecified

0.2%

0.6%

0.3%

B. Insight from Our Staff Members
With the volatile security situation in Afghanistan, it was
not feasible to conduct focus group discussions with
survey respondents. To provide anecdotal insight into
the survey findings, Women for Women InternationalAfghanistan staff members were asked to provide their
thoughts, based on their own experiences as well as on
their observations from working with women on many
of the issues addressed in the survey. You will find their
responses throughout the report. A brief introduction to
each of the staff members can be found at the back of
the report in Appendix B.
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VI

VI. SURVEY FINDINGS: LIFE IN AFGHANISTAN TODAY
Women for Women International is committed to helping women survivors
of war articulate their priorities, insights and expertise to leaders at the local,
national and international levels in a way that advances a shared vision of just
and stable societies. The survey results and analysis set forth below provide a
set of data points that can help WfWI and other NGOs, policy-makers, thought
leaders and the media amplify women’s voices and make the case for serving
women’s needs and concerns.
A. General Outlook and Optimism for the Future
Women in Afghanistan are optimistic about the future. In light of the
general gloom and despair expressed about Afghanistan by the international
community, we found a remarkable degree of optimism among survey
respondents—84.8% of the overall sample said they were optimistic. This
rose to 90.7% among women affiliated with WfWI. This finding is a powerful
indication that women, when guided by an overall sense of optimism, define
the future of Afghanistan. Investing in women and sustaining their optimism
will ensure a more stable and effective society.
Are you optimistic about the future of Afghanistan?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

90.7%

2.6%

6.8%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

73.8%

11.5%

14.8%

100.0%

Total

84.8%

5.7%

9.5%

100.0%

If the United Nations helps
Afghanistan more we will
have a bright future.
—Liloma

I do hope to have a bright
future for myself and my
children.
—Hadisa

I am optimistic of a bright
future within the next three
to four years.
—Mastora

When asked to describe the overall situation for women and girls in
Afghanistan, 83.6% of respondents described it as good or very good. This
number rose to 88.9% among WfWI-affiliated women, compared to 73.9%
among non-WfWI-affiliated women. While this may sound contrary to
conclusions reached by international observers, when the current situation is
compared to the brutality of the mujahidin era or the severity of the Taliban,
the relative peace in the areas where the survey was conducted is perceived as
an improvement by the women who live there.
How would you describe the current overall situation for women
and girls?
Very
good

Good

Bad

Very Bad

Don’t Know
Unspecified

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

34.3%

54.6%

8.1%

1.4%

1.6%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

12.8%

61.1%

22.4%

1.7%

1.9%

100.0%

Total

26.8%

56.8%

13.1%

1.5%

1.7%

100.0%

Respondents
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B. Status and Treatment of Women
Although male family members still control women’s and girls’ lives and freedom of
movement in public to a significant degree, women do not view this as acceptable.
WfWI affiliates are aware of their rights and of gender discrimination, which is the
first step in redressing such discrimination. Survey findings revealed a belief among
WfWI affiliates that community members would take action if they discovered a crime
committed against a woman. This belief is likely a testament to the increased selfconfidence of participants in WfWI’s programme.

We all see that the
participation and decisionmaking of women in the
country is increasing and
at the current time we can
see women in parliament
and other organizations
and they are trying and
working for a better
future. And we are sure, if
the existence of the good
security continued in the
country no literate women
will stay at home, but
they will work shoulder to
shoulder with men.
—Maliha

If women have the chance
to give opinions and
participate in all affairs
then I think everything
is going to be more
effective.
—Momina
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1. Women’s Rights and Agency
Information and education about women’s rights is one of the central planks of WfWI’s
work in conflict-affected countries. This is evident from the survey responses, with a
much higher percentage of WfWI-affiliated women saying they know about their rights
than those who were not WfWI-affiliated (75.7% compared to 47.3%).
Do you know your rights under Afghan law?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

75.7%

9.6%

14.6%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

47.3%

33.1%

19.5%

100.0%

Total

65.8%

17.8%

16.3%

100.0%

While WfWI-affiliated women were more likely to mention local teachers (23.1%
compared to 9.4%) and NGOs (25.8% compared to 2.9%) as the main sources of their
information, non-WfWI-affiliated women were more likely to mention radio/television
(29.9% compared to 6.7%).
The overwhelming majority of women (85.7%) believe that knowing about their rights
helps them in their daily lives. WfWI-affiliated women were nearly twice as likely as
non-WfWI-affiliated women to say they felt they had fewer rights because they are
women (61.5% compared to 31.8%), and non-WfWI-affiliated women were nearly
twice as likely as WfWI-affiliated women to say they did not feel they had fewer rights
because they are women. Non-WfWI-affiliated women were also more likely to say they
did not know or to not specify.
Do you feel you have fewer rights because you are a woman?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

61.5%

26.8%

11.7%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

31.8%

52.7%

15.5%

100.0%

Total

51.2%

35.8%

13.0%

100.0%
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Asked about how being a woman impinged on their rights, WfWI-affiliated women were
more likely than non-WfWI-affiliated women to mention the inability to attend school
without permission (16.6% compared to 8.4%) and to access jobs (18.3% compared to
12.7%). Non-WfWI-affiliated women, on the other hand, were more likely to mention
inability to leave the house without permission (24.1% compared to 19.5%), or to
participate in public affairs (21.1% compared to 17.8%) and to feelings of insecurity
(27.1% compared to 20.3%).
A series of more specific questions delineated the kinds of agency that women were
able to exercise. Nearly half of the sample group (47.4%) said that they needed their
husband’s or family’s permission to walk down the street.
Among WfWI-affiliated women, 41.5% provided an unqualified “yes” when asked if
they were able to work outside the home; 38.6% responded “yes,” with their husband’s
permission. Non-WfWI-affiliated women were more than twice as likely to say that they
are not able to work outside the home (34.9% compared to 14.3%).
Are you able to work outside the home?
Yes

Yes, with
permission

No

Cannot say /
unspecified

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

41.5%

38.6%

14.3%

5.6%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

25.7%

32.4%

34.9%

7.1%

100.0%

Total

36.0%

36.4%

21.5%

6.1%

100.0%

Respondents

Most women in the sample group (69.2%) indicated that they want to work outside the
home. WfWI-affiliated women were more likely to say they want to work outside the
home (76.6% compared to 55.6%), whereas non-WfWI-affiliated women were more
likely to say they did not want to work outside the home (35.6% compared to 17.5%).
Do you want to work outside the home?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

76.6%

17.5%

5.9%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

55.6%

35.6%

8.8%

100.0%

Total

69.2%

23.8%

6.9%

100.0%

The rights are only equal
in name, but the fact is
they are not the same.
—Mastora

Family and society
attitudes, education
for women, and forced
marriages prevent change.
—Liloma

Though 50.0% of the sample group said that girls in their families or communities could
attend school with no restrictions, 39.3% of respondents said that girls could only attend
school with the permission of a male family member.
Survey respondents were asked about their views on a number of gender-related
practices such as forced marriages and domestic violence. It is clear that the
overwhelming majority of women in the survey sample—more than 95% in both
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Women are half of
the society, and when
women have the rights of
decision-making then their
opinions and decisions will
be available.
—Liloma

groups—do not agree with forced marriages. The majority of women (69.7%) say that
beating women as a form of discipline is never acceptable, but 21.0% say that it is
acceptable under certain circumstances.
The survey also addressed women’s perceptions of responses within the community to
crimes in general and to crimes against women. There were some interesting differences
in responses. In both instances, respondents believed that the most likely response would
be to go to the police, but far fewer believed this to be the case when the crime was
against a woman: 5.3% of WfWI-affiliated women thought that no action would be
taken (compared to 2.0% for crime in general), but this number rose to 16.1% among
non-WfWI-affiliated women (compared to 0.4% for crime in general).
If a community member discovered a crime against a woman, what would he/
she likely do?
Go to
Government
Police

Go to
Provincial
Courts

Go to
Local
Elders

Go to Local
Religious
Leaders

Do
Nothing

Other or
No Reply

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

48.7%

10.0%

33.3%

1.3%

5.3%

1.3%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

40.8%

9.2%

26.2%

6.1%

13.0%

4.6%

100.0%

Total

46.0%

9.7%

30.8%

3.0%

8.0%

2.5%

100.0%

Respondents

When women were asked what they would do if they personally were victimized,
respondents were still most likely to seek help from officials (42.2%), but non-WfWIaffiliated women were also more likely to seek help from local elders or religious leaders
(26.4% compared to 18.7%), whereas WfWI-affiliated women were more likely to tell
their husbands or a male relative (38.5% compared to 23.0%).
In additional statements from WfWI staff members who work closely with WfWI
programme participants on a day-to-day basis, the prevalence of domestic violence
against women emerged as another significant factor. It is clear that while the survey
respondents may not have felt comfortable speaking about these issues with an
unfamiliar surveyor, WfWI staff members acknowledge that domestic violence is a daily
reality for many of these women.
2. Life Since the Taliban
The survey findings also reveal how women perceive life to have changed since the
fall of the Taliban, how they assess their current living conditions, and how they view
the future. It is evident that while the Taliban continues to be seen as an active and
negative presence on the national scene in Afghanistan, the overwhelming majority of
the women in our sample (92.9%) believe that there has been an improvement in the
general life of the community since the fall of the Taliban.
An overwhelming majority of women in both groups (96.1%) believe that there has
been an improvement in girls’ ability to go to school. However, significant numbers of
women also believe that gender-related issues like rape and forced prostitution have
increased in the period since the Taliban as well: 43.9% believe that the incidence of
rape has increased and 32.2% believe there has been an increase in forced prostitution.
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Has rape increased since the Taliban?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

40.3%

45.1%

14.5%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

50.6%

37.4%

12.1%

100.0%

Total

43.9%

42.4%

13.7%

100.0%

Has prostitution increased since the Taliban?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

28.4%

46.6%

25.1%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

39.5%

37.0%

23.6%

100.0%

Total

32.2%

43.2%

24.5%

100.0%

C. Government’s Responsiveness
Women have important insights about the state and politics. While they believe in the
authority of the national government, they believe that the local government is less
interested in the issues that women care about—which is significant because it is at the
local level where women should have more access and opportunities for engagement.
The next set of tables offers insight into women’s views about how their concerns are
dealt with by the political leadership at national and community levels. The majority
of women in the sample believe that issues that women care about should be given
importance at both national (83.9%) and local (87.4%) levels. They believe that leaders
at each level are concerned about these issues, but they are less confident that any
action is actually being taken, especially at the local level.

Afghan history is showing
that women were working
shoulder to shoulder with
their brothers for their
country’s freedom and
they have showed their
existence as a part of the
society. So today also we
should accept the active
participation of Afghan
women in social, political,
economical and educational affairs.
—Maliha

Government has no
concerns about the
women, about the
violence against women,
and even children.
All of these issues are
questionable and worrying
for us.
—Liloma

Respondents were more confident in the national government‘s concern for the issues
women care about (72.7%), than they were in local leaders’ concern (62.6%). However,
there was more confidence in local leaders among WfWI-affiliated women than among
non-WfWI-affiliated women.
Are you confident that local leaders are concerned about issues women care about?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

67.0%

16.2%

16.8%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

54.4%

27.4%

18.2%

100.0%

Total

62.6%

20.1%

17.3%

100.0%
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Local leaders do not believe
that women’s participation
is suitable and worthwhile in
social, cultural and political
activities and they have used
women as symbols and never
paid attention to the real
position.
—Maliha
The concern of the local
leaders about the womenrelated affairs has been good,
a little bit better than in the
past.
—Hura
The concern of the local
leaders about the womenrelated affairs are ineffective
and do not let women
utilize their own rights and
privileges.
—Roya

When asked why they thought local leaders are concerned about the issues women care
about, women (30.3%) were most likely to say it was because local leaders need women’s
votes and voices to get elected. Similarly, when asked why they thought local leaders are
not concerned with the issues women care about, respondents were most likely to say it is
because women’s opinions don’t matter (30.5%).
Why are local leaders not concerned about the issues women care about?
Women’s
opinions
don’t matter

Don’t need
women’s votes
and voices

Don’t consider
the importance
of women’s work

Don’t believe
women’s rights
benefit everyone

Other
or No
Reply

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

31.3%

20.1%

18.5%

22.7%

7.4%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

28.9%

17.6%

26.8%

20.1%

6.5%

100.0%

Total

30.5%

19.2%

21.4%

21.8%

7.1%

100.0%

Respondents

Far lower percentages of women believed that national and local leaders were actually
addressing these issues: 57.6% believe national leaders are and 46.6% believe local leaders are.
Are you confident that national leaders are doing something about issues women
care about?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

56.9%

24.3%

18.8%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

59.0%

28.9%

12.0%

100.0%

Total

57.6%

25.9%

16.4%

100.0%

Are you confident that local leaders are doing something about issues women care
about?
Respondents

Yes

No

Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

47.3%

26.0%

26.6%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

45.1%

37.4%

17.5%

100.0%

Total

46.6%

30.0%

23.4%

100.0%

D. Biggest Problems and Obstacles
The problems that survey respondents identified in their own lives and communities mirror
those that are plaguing the nation as a whole—the economy, insecurity, the status and
treatment of women, governance and political instability. While women are more likely to be
impoverished, uneducated and excluded from health services than men, their overall positive
attitude about the future indicates a willingness to move forward despite the obstacles. Our
findings suggest that investing in socially excluded women improves their overall outlook,
awareness and hope for the future, thereby promoting greater engagement in building a
stronger nation.
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The biggest problem of daily life is lack of important commodities. Non-WfWI-affiliated
women were more likely than WfWI-affiliated women to mention insufficient
employment opportunities (27.4% compared to 25.6%) and lack of social services
(14.4% compared to 13.0%). WfWI-affiliated women, on the other hand, were more
likely to mention violence (12.5% compared to 5.0%) and other problems (10.7%
compared to 6.5%).
What is the biggest problem you face in daily life?
Insufficient
employment
opportunities

Lack of
important
commodities

Lack of
social
services

Violence

Other

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

25.6%

38.2%

13.0%

12.5%

10.7%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

27.4%

46.7%

14.4%

5.0%

6.5%

100.0%

Total

26.2%

41.2%

13.5%

9.9%

9.3%

100.0%

Respondents

It is interesting to note that while women said that the biggest problems in their life
were economic, when they were asked what should be fixed first, peace and security
were the greatest priority for both groups of women and at both national and local
levels. Economic and political problems are next in order of importance. Considerably
lower down is the question of social services.
What should the national government fix first?
Security
and peace

Economic
and political
problems

Improve access
to social
services

Other

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

66.7%

21.1%

7.9%

4.3%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

65.1%

19.2%

10.5%

5.2%

100.0%

Total

66.2%

20.4%

8.8%

4.6%

100.0%

Security and
peace

Economic
and political
problems

Improve access
to social
services

Other

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

69.5%

22.2%

5.9%

2.4%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

59.4%

22.4%

16.7%

1.5%

100.0%

Total

66.0%

22.3%

9.7%

2.1%

100.0%

Respondents

Men should have positive
opinions about the
women.
—Hadisa

The national police
must be trained so that
good security exists and
new schools must be
established so that good
education can be provided
and the women and men
must work shoulder to
shoulder to make society
and the economy strong
and there must be health
centres all over the country.
–Roya

What should local leaders fix first?
Respondents

Photo by Lekha Singh
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The stress from insecurity is
so violent and at any time
people are feeling endangered. With the stress
from the economy, this can
create lots of problems in
health and education. For
example, a weak economy
and poverty can lead to
violence and intolerance
and can even cause
psychological problems.
When members of the
family are not healthy,
there is no way to earn
an income. On education,
again it is an economic
issue. If teachers are not
paid a fair salary according
to the market rate, how
will he/she get interested
in teaching? And how can
families even afford to pay
school expenses in this bad
economy? Insecurity and
instability in the country
are bad for the economy
and the bad economy can
be the result and the cause
of failures in health and
education.
		
—Sediqa

As statements from WfWI-Afghanistan staff members indicate, many of the country’s
problems are both the cause and effect of protracted insecurity:
1. Insecurity
Survey respondents most frequently identified interference from Pakistan as the “biggest
security problem” at the national level and war and unrest as the biggest security
problem at the community level. Terrorist attacks also feature as a major problem but less
frequently.
What is the biggest security problem facing Afghanistan today?

Respondents

War or
unrest

Terrorist
attack

Interference
from Pakistan

Drugs
(poppies)

Other or
Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

19.5%

24.5%

35.5%

11.7%

8.8%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

22.2%

22.2%

42.3%

8.4%

4.8%

100.0%

Total

20.5%

23.7%

37.9%

10.5%

7.4%

100.0%

What is the biggest security problem facing local communities?
Respondents

War or
unrest

Terrorist
attack

Interference
from Pakistan

Drugs
(poppies)

Other or
Don’t know

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

36.5%

24.3%

17.3%

9.1%

12.8%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

28.9%

20.7%

31.2%

9.0%

10.2%

100.0%

Total

33.9%

23.0%

22.1%

9.1%

11.9%

100.0%

The UN’s coding of risk levels issued in June 2008 show half the country as extremely
risky for UN staff, while Kabul is encircled by areas marked as “high risk” or volatile
environment, previously reserved for the worst insurgent areas in the east and south.
Increasing attacks have forced many NGOs to scale back their movements and activities,
leaving millions of people at risk of humanitarian crisis. Some NGOs resort to “remote
programming,” working through local partners—often resulting in corruption and inefficient delivery of aid. Others enter into partnerships with armed groups for protection,
further blurring the line between relief work and military activities. With Taliban attacks
nearing Kabul, the national government’s control is restricted to 30% of the country.
Fighting is expected to increase with the upcoming presidential elections in 2009.79
When women were asked what they thought would happen with the security situation
over the next year, most respondents said they thought it would get better, regardless of
their affiliation with WfWI. However, women with no WfWI affiliation were more likely
to say they thought the security situation would stay the same or get worse over the
next year.
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The basic things which
must be changed are
violence against women
and resolution of the
current security problems.
		
—Roya

What do you think will happen with safety and security in the coming year?
It will become
better

It will stay the
same or become
worse

Don’t know or
No reply

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

63.3%

18.8%

17.9%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

52.1%

30.5%

17.4%

100.0%

Total

59.4%

22.9%

17.7%

100.0%

Respondents

2. Economic Resources and Opportunities
According to survey respondents, the biggest economic problem at the national level is
lack of goods and services (42.1%) while at the local level, it is rising commodity prices
(35.9%).
What is the biggest economic problem facing local communities?
Job insecurity
and insufficient
pay

Rising
commodity
prices

Lack of
goods and
services

Access to
important
commodities

Other

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

29.3%

31.1%

29.8%

7.2%

2.7%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

17.8%

44.8%

24.3%

9.6%

3.4%

100.0%

Total

25.3%

35.9%

27.9%

8.0%

2.9%

100.0%

Respondents

There must be less hitting
women, poverty, illiteracy,
and insecurity.
		
—Zarmina

We have lots of security
problems and it causes
women not to take part in
decision-making.
—Kamila

Afghan government statistics report that over 42% of the population is living in extreme
poverty, with the number anticipated to swell, especially if current insecurity prevails;80
and 35% of Afghanistan’s estimated 26.6 million people cannot meet their daily food
requirements.81 Factors that contributed to the current situation include government
inefficiency in agricultural production, drought, rising food prices, and insecurity, which
has hampered delivery of aid to areas beyond Kabul.
It should be noted that 77.3% of the sample group disapproved of growing poppies, but
for many it may be the only viable income-generating opportunity available to them or
their family. During 2007–2008, raw opium production in Afghanistan reached a record
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Each member of society
is constantly focused on
the economy and unfortunately…they are losing
their economy day by day
so it can be a big worry for
all people of our country.
—Maliha

Almost everyone here
has economic problems
and there are no jobs
available, education
here is very bad as well.
If people do not have
enough money to eat,
how can they pay to put
their children in school?
—Momina

Unemployment of people
is an economic problem,
and powerful groups keep
farmers busy with poppy
cultivation so the farmers
can get food.
—Farida

level of 8,200 tons. The annual gross profit generated by the Afghan narcotics industry
is equal to approximately half the country’s licit GDP.82 Insurgent groups have been able
to capitalize on this highly lucrative industry, and it also sustains large sections of the
population. The opium industry benefits everyone from the landless labourer to the poor
farmer, traders, smugglers, processors, rich middle-men, and even the upper echelons
of the government.83 Thus, tackling the problem by targeting the top players could
potentially jeopardize political alliances within the extremely fragile state structure and
dissolve the precarious advances made by US-led forces throughout the country.
Less than half of the sample group (47.3%) believed that the economy would get better
over the next year, but non-WfWI-affiliated women were more likely to say they thought
it would stay the same or become worse (44.3% compared to 34.1%).
What do you think will happen to the economy in the coming year?
It will become
better

It will stay the
same or become
worse

Don’t know or
No reply

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

49.4%

34.1%

16.5%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

43.3%

44.3%

12.5%

100.0%

Total

47.3%

37.6%

15.1%

100.0%

Respondents

3. Education
Survey respondents said that a lack of sufficient funding is the biggest problem for
education at both national and local levels. Respondents also widely agreed that high
rates of illiteracy at both national and local levels and quality of education (lack of
teachers and availability of schools) are major problems. The question of safety also
featured as a national problem.
What is the biggest education problem at the national level?
Insufficient
funding

Illiteracy

Too few
teachers/
Accessibility of
school

Unsafe
to attend
school

Other
reason

Don’t know
or No
answer

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

30.1%

15.5%

25.7%

14.7%

8.1%

5.9%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

25.9%

28.0%

17.2%

16.7%

6.1%

6.1%

100.0%

Total

28.6%

19.8%

22.7%

15.4%

7.4%

6.0%

100.0%

Respondents
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What is the biggest education problem at the community level?

Illiteracy

Too few
teachers /
Accessibility
of school

Unsafe
to attend
school

Other
reason

Don’t
know
or No
answer

Total

41.4%

21.0%

3.6%

0.6%

11.7%

21.8%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

31.4%

30.3%

1.0%

0.0%

11.5%

25.9%

100.0%

Total

37.9%

24.2%

2.7%

0.4%

11.6%

23.2%

100.0%

Insufficient
funding

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

Respondents

There are many different
worries about education, and
we can say that they include
lack of schools, lack of chairs
and tables, lack of professional teachers and correct
training possibilities, and we
can say that teachers are
being fired and schools are
being closed for not being
good. There is also the threat
of students and teachers
being killed.
—Maliha

The Taliban left much of the provision of social services up to the UN and NGOs,
and schools, teachers and students have been the targets of sustained campaigns of
intimidation and violence.84 Afghanistan’s adult literacy rate is estimated at 23.5% of
the adult population, with men’s rate of literacy nearly double that of women’s and
only 2.0% claiming to read newspapers regularly.85 According to the International
Crisis Group, “Schools, often the only government-run institution in many areas of the
country, have been the subject of a campaign of intimidation for several years.”86
4. Healthcare
The biggest healthcare problem identified was lack of staff and facilities at both the
national (38.5%) and local (24.2%) levels. Next listed were untrained healthcare staff
and poor services for women. In both cases, the problems were seen to be greater at
the community level, which would likely be the access point for health services. Costs of
access and security issues occupied a lower level of importance, but the cost of access
received greater emphasis from non-WfWI-affiliated women; WfWI-affiliated women
placed greater emphasis on security issues.
What is the biggest healthcare problem at the national level?
Not enough
facilities
and/or staff

Untrained
staff

Access and
service for
women
substandard

Too
expensive

Unsafe due
to violence
and
insecurity

Don’t
know
or No
answer

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

44.4%

15.2%

19.5%

5.7%

10.5%

4.7%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

27.4%

25.6%

11.8%

18.8%

8.5%

7.8%

100.0%

Total

38.5%

18.8%

16.8%

10.2%

9.8%

5.8%

100.0%

Respondents
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What is the biggest healthcare problem at the community level?
Not enough
facilities
and/or staff

Untrained
staff

Access and
service for
women
substandard

Too
expensive

Unsafe
due to
violence and
insecurity

Don’t
know
or No
answer

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

30.8%

17.1%

24.9%

11.0%

12.4%

3.7%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

11.8%

28.5%

20.6%

19.7%

10.0%

9.4%

100.0%

Total

24.2%

21.1%

23.4%

14.0%

11.6%

5.7%

100.0%

Respondents

Keeping healthy is so
important and vital, but
unfortunately lack of
hospitals in rural areas, no
potable water, pollution,
dust on the road and
streets and having no
control on markets
threatens the health of
every Afghan.
—Maliha

Women’s health indicators in Afghanistan are some of the worst in the world; women’s
average life expectancy is only 44 years. Only 14% of births are assisted by skilled
attendants, so it is no surprise that the maternal mortality rate is 1,600 to 1,900 deaths
per 100,000 live births, meaning that one woman dies in childbirth every 29 minutes.
In rural areas, the percentage of women who cannot access healthcare ranges from
30-90%.

5. Political Stability and Governance
Overall, the survey respondents agreed that political instability and incompetence of
politicians were the biggest political problems they faced at both the national and
local levels, followed by corruption. Taliban presence was third in order of importance.
Limitations on women’s political participation was seen as a much larger problem in
respondents’ local communities (16.1%) than at the national level (8.5%).
What is the biggest political problem facing Afghanistan?

Health centres such as
clinics and hospitals are
being destroyed all over
the country. Especially the
people who are living in
the mountain parts are
suffering a lot.
—Hura
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Political
instability and
incompetence
of politicians

Corruption

Taliban
presence

Limitations
on women’s
participation

Other

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

31.0%

20.9%

19.7%

9.7%

18.7%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

34.5%

25.7%

16.7%

6.3%

16.9%

100.0%

Total

32.3%

22.5%

18.6%

8.5%

18.1%

100.0%

Respondents
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What is the biggest political problem facing local communities?
Political instability
and incompetence
of politicians

Corruption

Taliban
presence

Limitations
on women’s
participation

Other

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

39.3%

18.0%

14.3%

17.9%

10.4%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

37.9%

27.8%

10.9%

12.6%

10.7%

100.0%

Total

38.8%

21.4%

13.1%

16.1%

10.5%

100.0%

Respondents

The literature on Afghanistan tells us that weakness of centralised power has been a
feature of political life in Afghanistan for much of its history. While most women believe
that the Afghan government controls decision-making (67.2%), a significant number of
respondents believed that the United States or other foreign presence is in control, and
others believed it was local religious leaders or unspecified others.
Who controls decision-making?
Afghan government
led by Karzai

The US or other
foreign presence

Local religious
leaders

Other

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

68.6%

15.4%

7.8%

8.3%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

64.6%

22.0%

3.3%

10.2%

100.0%

Total

67.2%

17.7%

6.2%

8.9%

100.0%

Respondents

In addition, more than half of the women (55.1%) believed that the Afghan government
was the group with most support within their communities. WfWI-affiliated women
were more likely to identify the Afghan government (57.7% compared to 50.2%), and
while more than half of non-WfWI-affiliated women pointed to the Afghan government,
they were also significantly more likely to identify the Afghan army (23.2% compared to
14.2%) as the group with the most community support.
The Taliban were identified as the group with the least support in the local community
by 58.1% of the women in the sample. WfWI-affiliated respondents were more likely
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to identify drug traffickers as the group with the least community support, while
non-WfWI-affiliated respondents were more likely to identify the Afghan government or
foreign presence or provide no reply as the group receiving the least community support.
Nearly half of the women in the sample (48.4%) believed that the central government
had the power to improve the situation in Afghanistan. The rest were divided between
the Afghan army (20.1%), local government and local leaders (14.5%) and the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) (10.0%).
Which group is able to improve the situation in Afghanistan?
Afghan
government led
by Karzai

Afghan
army

Local government
or local religious
leaders

ISAF

Other

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

49.4%

18.1%

14.4%

9.6%

8.4%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

46.4%

23.9%

14.8%

10.7%

4.2%

100.0%

Total

48.4%

20.1%

14.5%

10.0%

6.9%

100.0%

Respondents

More than half of respondents identified the Taliban as the biggest obstacle to
improvement. Other groups identified as obstacles included neighbouring countries
(15.3%), national and local government (9.1%) and drug traffickers (8.7%). It is
interesting to note that non-WfWI-affiliated women were nearly three times as likely
to say that the national or local government made it difficult to improve the situation
in Afghanistan (15.3% compared to 5.8%), while WfWI-affiliated women were nearly
twice as likely to say it was drug traffickers (10.5% compared to 5.2%).
Which group makes it difficult to improve the situation in Afghanistan?
National
or local
government

Drug
traffickers

Taliban

Neighbours’
interference
(e.g., Pakistan)

Other

No
answer

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

5.8%

10.5%

58.9%

15.4%

7.5%

1.9%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

15.3%

5.2%

51.9%

15.1%

9.4%

3.1%

100.0%

Total

9.1%

8.7%

56.4%

15.3%

8.1%

2.3%

100.0%

Respondents

Overall, 45.0% of respondents thought the national government would improve over
the next year. Non-WfWI-affiliated women were more likely to think the situation would
improve (48.1% compared to 43.3%), but they were also more likely to say it would stay
the same or get worse (25.9% compared to 22.9%). WfWI-affiliated women were more
likely to say they didn’t know or provide no reply (33.8% compared to 26.1%).
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What do you think will happen with the national government over the coming
year?
It will become
better

It will stay the same
or become worse

Don’t know or
No reply

Total

Currently Enrolled/
Graduate of WfWI

43.3%

22.9%

33.8%

100.0%

Never Enrolled with WfWI

48.1%

25.9%

26.1%

100.0%

Total

45.0%

23.9%

31.1%

100.0%

Respondents

E. From Kitchen Table to Decision-Making Table
By comparing the responses of WFWI affiliates and non-affiliates, it is clear that investing
in socially excluded women improves their overall outlook, awareness and optimism for
the future—all vital contributions to the creation of just and stable societies.
Analysis of Afghanistan’s history highlights the extent to which contestations about
women’s status and rights in Afghan society have occurred largely in the context of
political struggles to take power or to hold on to power. The vast majority of women
in lower income households, particularly in the countryside, never participated in these
struggles over what kind of society they should have. There is a danger that the same
may happen again unless women become an active part of civil society, cultivating their
participation and collective strength from the ground up.
A solid economic foundation is critical to women’s expanded social and civic involvement
in their communities, but it is not a complete solution. For socially excluded women
survivors of war, active citizenship requires changes on four fronts: psychological, social,
civic, and economic. They need psychosocial support to help reduce feelings of isolation
and heal from trauma. They need information about their rights, how to exercise them,
and what to do if their rights are restricted or denied. They need social safety nets and
support networks to help with practical things like childcare as well as to create a space
for them to mobilise in support of one another and the issues most important to them
and their families. Finally, women need not only access to economic opportunities but
also to market-based vocational skills and business training.
Women in Afghanistan need to be able to access the physical and psychosocial health
services necessary to their survival and well-being; to understand their rights and be
able to exercise them safely; to articulate their needs, both as individuals and as equal
partners in decisions about the future of their society; and to access the knowledge,
skills and resources to generate a sustainable, livable income that will help them and
their families not just survive but thrive.
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While there is little disagreement in the
international community or even in the Afghan
government that creating an environment that
enables women to meet and even exceed these
indicators of success is the right thing to do, the
jarring reality is that until security in the country
improves, needed improvements and interventions will not take place.
The situation in Afghanistan is not going to
improve overnight. Sustainable improvements
will require long-term commitments from
stakeholders within the country, as well as from
international organizations, other governments,
humanitarian agencies, NGOs and private donors.
Women for Women International has learned
during 15 years of helping women survivors of
war move from victims to active citizens that
three elements are necessary to ensure women’s
full participation in conflict-affected societies and
institutions: 1) a recognition throughout society that

women play a critical role; 2) an active, organized
local women’s NGO community that bridges the
divide between the grassroots and the leadership;
and 3) a commitment from the highest levels of
leadership to the full inclusion of women at all levels
of society, both in institutions and decision-making.
Unless there is a clear understanding of the
obstacles facing women’s full participation
in society and the political will, locally and
nationally, to enact gender equitable policies, any
blueprint for sustainable peace risks being placed
perilously out of reach. Thus, the incorporation of
women’s views into traditionally male-dominated
political processes is vital to achieving sustainable
peace, democracy, and prosperity. As the survey
responses indicate, there is much work to be
done to improve local leaders’ responsiveness to
women’s concerns and women’s participation in
decision-making, but when change begins at the
community level, each success can be counted as
progress for society as a whole.

THE INCORPORATION OF WOMEN’S VIEWS INTO
TRADITIONALLY MALE-DOMINATED POLITICAL
PROCESSES IS VITAL TO ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE
PEACE, DEMOCRACY, AND PROSPERITY.
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VII

VII. ACTION AGENDA
The recommendations below are meant to provide
policymakers, thought leaders, local groups, international NGOs, the media and the international community
with practical strategies for cultivating women’s social
capital and bridging the gap between the front- and
back-line discussions about Afghanistan’s future.
Based on the survey, our experience in Afghanistan and
the impact of programmes such as ours, we urge the
international community to:
•

•

•

Ensure that aid and development reach women
e.g. via microcredit loans and other means of
generating income, which benefits the whole
community
Implement UN Security Council Resolution 1325
for the protection and recognition of women
in conflict zones – funding national institutions
aimed at supporting women and their rights,
especially at the local level
Re-allocate military funding and resources from
broad development initiatives to those that
increase safety and security for civilians in villages,
markets and other public spaces – so that local
organisations, civil society and NGOs can mobilise
Afghan people to re-knit the social fabric.

•

Publicity to make women aware of their rights
and the benefits to society. Options include radio
programmes, public-service announcements,
television dramas, billboards, giveaways like
buttons and t-shirts, cartoons and illustrations of
civic and constitutional developments.

•

Programmes to raise local awareness on domestic
violence. For instance, WfWI recently launched a
men’s leadership programme in Afghanistan based
on a successful model developed in Nigeria. It
encourages male leaders from all sectors—religion,
police, military, government and business--to help
change the attitudes and behaviours of other men.

•

Denounce violence against women and bring
perpetrators to justice. The Action Plan for Peace,
Justice, and Reconciliation, adopted at the Bonn
conference, should be modified for domestic
violence and implemented locally.

•

Provide local incentives for new livelihoods before
enforced eradication of opium crops: unless the
rural Afghans who rely upon the poppy industry
have an alternative, they will face more hardship
which in turn will lead to more forced marriages,
prostitution and violence against women.

•

Reject limits on women’s political participation.
One option would be to cultivate a national
development corps of women ready to take on
leadership and decision-making roles at community,
provincial and national levels. The 2009 elections
present an opportunity to launch new initiatives
such as voter registration and education.

We urge the Afghan government to:
•

•

•

•

Address the high levels of violence against
women by implementing its violence against
women law;
Adhere to international commitments, including
its signing of the UN’s Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women
Invest in local government and local democracy
via ‘peace shuras’ and provincial reconstruction
teams – as long as communication and financial
accountability are improved
Improve access to public health and education

Finally, we urge voluntary organisations, NGOs and
others to take the lead in areas such as:
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•

Promote literacy, academic study and technical expertise. Although
illiteracy is a major problem, those who can read need better access
to locally-based higher education in science, IT, medicine, law,
teacher training and alternative education. Universities from other
countries could establish satellite campuses, exchange programmes
and research partnerships.

•

Increase public access to information. The national census must
collect reliable data, broken down by gender, for policy and
budgeting. International organisations like the UN and its agencies,
the World Bank and the World Health Organisation must ensure the
results are transparent and publicly accessible.

•

Explain the law. Efforts to extend justice across Afghanistan must
reconcile new and future laws with pre-existing local legal structures. People must understand how they can incorporate new laws
into their way of life.

Conclusion
Afghan attitudes towards women, their roles and their economic, social
and political participation have evolved over hundreds of years and generations. The tectonic shifts required to achieve gender equity will take time
and will require long-term commitment from the Afghan government, civil
society, the international community and Afghans themselves. But recent
events have catalyzed change, and it is now up to each of these stakeholders to grow the momentum within their spheres of influence. By their
own accounts, if Afghan women can participate shoulder to shoulder with
men in rebuilding their country, all of society will benefit. Before this can
happen, though, women need access to the health, education, economic,
civic and security resources that are their rights as humans.
The task before the Afghan government and its Afghan partners is to
construct a coherent approach to solving a historical problem without
alienating the people who depend on a solution, and upon whom a lasting
solution depends. Indeed, women are the people upon whom a lasting
solution depends, and their position in post-conflict Afghanistan will
determine the course of the nation.
Women for Women International’s work with grassroots women survivors
of war stems from the unflagging belief that stronger women help build
stronger nations. We will continue to amplify women’s voices, bringing
you their stories as they move from victims to survivors to active citizens,
re-claiming their bodies and symbolic value from the arsenals of conflicts
and re-casting themselves as agents of change in their families, communities and, ultimately, their countries.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY METHODOLOGY
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In conflict countries such as Afghanistan, a survey
such as the one undertaken by Women for Women
International (WfWI) for this report is conducted
under conditions of extreme insecurity and logistical
challenges.

enumerators were female. The average length of each
interview was approximately 30 minutes. The sample of
survey respondents took into consideration geographic
representation and included both WfWI-affiliated and
non-WfWI-affiliated women.

With technical leadership from Professor Naila Kabeer,
made possible through a collaboration with the
Pathways in Women’s Empowerment Programme,
WfWI hired a local qualitative lead survey researcher
in Afghanistan along with a team of enumerators
and data entry clerks to carry out this research over a
period of eight weeks in seven provinces throughout
Afghanistan: Balkh, Herat, Kabul, Kapisa, Nangarhar,
Parwan and Wardak.

The survey was carried out in three phases. The first
phase included interviews with 1,500 participants and
data entry of answers to questionnaires. Phase two
included the consolidation, cleaning and analysis of
the data gathered. This phase also included qualitative
interviews with WfWI staff members who work with
women participants on a daily basis. In phase three, the
data were analysed within the context of the situation in
Afghanistan and set forth in this report.

Survey enumerators were trained in how to approach
and interview different categories of women depending
on, for instance, their geographic location and
educational background. Given the culture, all the

While insecurity and restricted mobility posed significant
challenges, participants were eager to share their views
about the direction of the rebuilding of Afghanistan.
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APPENDIX B:
WOMEN FOR WOMEN INTERNATIONAL-AFGHANISTAN STAFF CONTRIBUTORS
•

My name is Liloma and it is going to be six years
that I have worked as a trainer for Women for
Women International. I have taught hand knitting
and batiking to many women and they are now
self-sufficient.

•

My name is Hadisa. For two years I worked in
the child care centre. Now I teach batiking. Since
I joined to this organization, I have come to know
the value of women in society and their important
roles. When women can participate in society and
fight against their problems, they can become
self-sufficient.

•

My name is Kamila and I teach stone-cutting
for jewellery as vocational skill. I was one of the
participants in the programme and during that year
I learned about my rights and how to cut stones
with designs, and now I teach this to other women.

•

My name is Maliha and I am technical affairs
assistant, which means that I have a lot of contact
with the women as I help them decide which
vocational skill to pursue based on their circumstances and interests.

•

•

My name is Mastora and I have worked with
the organization since 2003 in many different
positions. Working with women is so interesting
for me because prior to joining this programme I
did not have any information about women or the
conditions of their lives, like whether they may be
happy or not. But since I joined Women for Women
international, I can feel women’s emotions and the
conditions in which they live, including the toll that
the war has taken and how they seem to be able
to cope with any situation. Whenever I go to field
offices and meet with women who are suffering, I
try to get as much information from them as I can
and I try my best to help and cooperate with the
women until they become self-sufficient and suffer
less. When I see the women participating at group
meetings and expressing their ideas, I get happy
and understand that Afghan women also have the
ability to deal with any condition.
My name is Momina and I am a manual trainer
in Kabul. During the daily contact that I have with
the women I learn about their lives and we discuss
many issues. I try to get them to express their

opinions with me and the other women because
that will help them share their opinions with their
families and the rest of society.
•

I am Sediqa and have worked with Women for
Women International since 2005 as a distribution
officer, distributing sponsorship funds to participants in Kabul and other parts of the country where
we work. Working with women is so interesting
and sometimes I learn so much. While I am in
contact with the suffering and war-torn Afghan
women and they are telling me about their histories
with much detail, I consider myself as their partner
in their problems. Their histories can serve as a
warning to us and teach us to find a solution to
avoid some of the same problems as Afghans,
Muslims, and proud and brave women and girls.
One of the ways to promotion and success is to
proceed on the basis of integrity, honesty and
believing in oneself and others.

•

My name is Hura and I teach stone-carving as a
vocational skill. Since joining the staff, I have been
able to support my family through my salary and
am trying my best to teach this skill to others.

•

My name is Kamela and I teach stone-carving as a
vocational skill. I learned this skill through Women
for Women International, and now I can earn a
salary and teach others to do the same.

•

My name is Nazia and I work as a stone-carving
skills trainer. I am so happy to have this job and to
earn a salary because before I was hired for this job,
I did not think I knew how to teach anything.

•

My name is Roya and I teach stone-carving as a
vocational skill. I have worked as a trainer in the
office for more than five years.

•

I am Zarmina and I do work as a cleaner in this
office for seven years. Since I was hired to work in
this office, I have learned much information about
society and women.

•

My Name is Farida, and I work as the Programme
Manager for Women for Women International in
Afghanistan. I have been with the organization for
six years.
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ABOUT THE PATHWAYS OF WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME

Pathways of Women’s Empowerment is a research and
communications programme funded by the Department
of International Development (UK) that links academics,
activists and practitioners working to advance women’s
empowerment locally, regionally and through global
policy processes. Our network is organised around a
Research Partners Consortium of six research institutes
which act as “hubs” for research and communications in
their regions. The Consortium members are:
•
•

•

•

•

•
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BRAC University (Bangladesh) with partners in the
South Asia region
The Centre for Gender Studies and Advocacy at
the University of Ghana with partners in West
Africa
The Interdisciplinary Women’s Studies Nucleus
at the Federal University of Bahia (Brazil) with
partners in Latin America
The Social Research Centre at the American
University in Cairo (Egypt) with partners in the
Middle East
The Institute of Development Studies (UK), which
will host our research into “global” policy spaces
and play a coordinating role for the RPC as a
whole
UNIFEM at global, regional and national levels

The aim is to make these pathways of change visible and
to build on them to inspire a radical shift in policy and
practice. By involving policy-makers and practitioners
directly in our research and learning, we hope our work
will itself be a catalyst for change.
Empowerment has often been regarded as a destination that can be reached through the development
equivalent of a motorway: fast-track programmes that
can be rolled out over any terrain. If instead we look at
it as an on-going process, a journey along meandering
pathways full of twists and turns, sometimes doubling
back or reaching dead-ends, then the focus is not on
replicating the journey, but on understanding it so as
to offer possibilities and give hints and warnings to
other travellers. This perspective urges us to explore
the everyday experiences of the women that development initiatives seek to empower, and to learn from
them what helps and hinders them on this journey.
The consortium investigates what enables women,
individually and collectively, to empower themselves,
how they can sustain these changes, and how development agencies’ policies support or hinder this process.
We want to make women’s pathways of change visible
and to build on them to inspire a radical shift in policy
and practice.
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SPONSOR A WOMAN SURVIVOR OF WAR AND CHANGE A LIFE
Thousands of women around the world have experienced war
and violence in ways that you and I cannot even imagine. And
while our lives seem worlds apart, we have so much in common.
Like us, these women want to send their children to school.
They want to make sure that their families have enough to eat
and are safe from harm. Like us, they want to feel respected and
valued. What separates us is that they have survived the horrors
of war and violence. Women for Women International – with
the support of friends like you – can give these women the
opportunity and hope to start over.
Join our network of women helping women. Give women
survivors of war the tools and resources they need to
reclaim their lives and rebuild their communities.

To make a donation or sponsor a woman
Visit www.womenforwomen.org/afghanistandonate

For more information about the Stronger Women, Stronger Nations report series, please contact:
In the UK:
Judithe Registre, Director of Policy and Outreach
(020) 7808 7850
jregistre@womenforwomen.org

In the US:
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tgoldfarb@womenforwomen.org.
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